Familial aggregation of lipids and lipoproteins in families ascertained through random and nonrandom probands in the Stanford Lipid Research Clinics Family Study.
We examined the familial aggregation of lipids [total cholesterol (CH) and triglyceride (TG)] and lipoproteins [high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL) and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL)] in families ascertained through random and nonrandom probands in the Stanford Lipid Research Clinics Family Study. Nonrandom probands were selected because their lipid levels at a prior screening visit exceeded a certain prespecified threshold. The statistical method is based on selection through indirect truncation on a correlated trait (in which the likelihood function is conditioned on the actual event that the proband's value is beyond the threshold). This method allows for estimation of the path model parameters in randomly and nonrandomly ascertained families jointly and separately, thus enabling tests of heterogeneity between the two types of samples. The results suggest that the multifactorial transmission is homogeneous in the random and hyperlipidemic samples for CH. However, the evidence for heterogeneity is moderate for LDL, marked HDL, and mixed for TG. The general pattern of observed results is for somewhat higher genetic heritabilities in the random than nonrandom samples, which is compatible with a higher prevalence in the random sample of certain dyslipoproteinemias associated with nonelevated lipids. Substantial genetic heritability is found for CH, HDL, and LDL, with somewhat lower estimates for TG. Cultural heritability is low but significant for all four traits. Little or no spouse resemblance or nontransmitted shared sibship effects are seen. In contrast to the findings from previous studies, little or no parental cultural transmission is seen.